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Because of the difference between men and

women and the traditional roles assigned

to them, violent women and girls

differently and consequently weaken the

society.

acts affect

We all are: Men, women, boys and girls. Women

and girls deserve equal opportunities to achieve

their full potential and live a life free from all forms

of discrimination so that they can participate in all

aspects as equal members of society.

SODEI’S BASIC

LEXICON

Acknowledge our differences but respect our equality.

Treat each other with the respect and dignity which we

deserve as human beings. It is the responsibility of each

one of us to make the world we live in a better one.

The United nations has declared November 25th the

International Day for the Elimination of Violence against

Women and for the 16 days following this day, an

international annual campaign of Activism Against

Gender-Based Violence is carried out.

The official color of this Campaign is Orange. The He

for She campaign is another campaign which invites

men and women alike to stand in solidarity with women

and girls to create a world where we are all equal. Let

us Orange the World. The change begins with every one

of us.
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